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Members Present:   Mr Bullock, Mr Dean, Mr Hames, Ms Evers, Mr Ward, Ms Palfreyman, Mrs Roman, Mr 

Smith, Mr Newman, Mr Eason 

In Attendance:  Mr Prokopa, Dr Hall, Mrs Lumby 

 

In the Chair:  Mr Bullock 

 
Business Agenda 

315-1 

 

Welcome and Apologies 

Apologies had been received from Mr Wilson, Mr Siswick and Mrs Chahal.  

315-2 Minutes 
The minutes of the LPC Meeting held on Wednesday 11th February 2015 were approved; 

proposed Mr Smith and seconded Mr Hames. The closed minutes were approved; proposed 

Mr Newman and seconded Mr Smith.  

315-3 Matters Arising 

 Self Care Pharmacies – Mr Prokopa reported that he had delayed further discussion 

on Self-Care Pharmacies until initial outcomes known. 

 Mr Hames asked whether the LPC would be highlighting IG submissions in the 

Newsletter. Mr Prokopa confirmed that community pharmacies have been granted an 

exemption from the business continuity requirements within the Information 

Governance (IG) Toolkit. The exemption will apply for 2014/15, but not for next year. 

Mr Dean noted that it was very short notice and Mr Bullock and Mr Dean agreed that 

the PSNC template for business continuity plan was very poor and not fit for purpose. 

Mr Prokopa to feedback to PSNC and highlight IG deadline in the Newsletter. 

 Mr Dean enquired if there was any further information on Healthy Vitamin vouchers. 

Dr Hall reported that PH are keen for Pharmacy to supply, but are still looking for 

funding. Mr Dean had concerns about the information available on the Healthy Start 

Website. Dr Hall confirmed that on entering her own postcode, she was advised that 

her local distribution points included Boots and Tesco. This was because you can use 

the healthy start vouchers for fruit and vegetables from Tesco’s and baby formulae 

from Boots.  Dr Hall confirmed that Pharmacies cannot accept vouchers and explained 

that the vouchers for the vitamins is a different system to the Healthy Start vouchers, 

which are used to purchase milk, fruit and vegetables and baby formulae. Dr Hall 

reported that Telford and Shropshire are supplying Healthy Start vitamins through 

pharmacy, but this is because PH commissioned the service. Mr Dean enquired how 

Pharmacies were being paid and Dr Hall stated that in London they are paid £50 each 

time they dispense 50 vouchers and another £50 when they dispense 50 more. Not 

aware of what Pharmacies are being paid for the service in T&W as this information is 

not published. Dr Hall will be attending further meetings on commissioning the 

service. 

 Mr Hames enquired about the Easter holiday and notification of the rota for 

Pharmacies. Mr Prokopa confirmed that the cut-off date for notifying the AT was last 

Friday and he will investigate why pharmacies have not received notification of the 

Easter rota yet. Mr Eason noted that the AT only informs the local papers if 

pharmacies are open and not if they are closed. Mr Prokopa felt that the most 

practical solution to this was to refer patients to their local pharmacy to check where 

is open. 

Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday 11th 

March 2015 in the Meeting Room of Burntwood 

Library, Bridge Cross Road, Burntwood at 1:45pm 
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315-4 Communications 
Received correspondence listed in Appendix 1, members had no further questions. Mr 

Prokopa reported that in relation to new contractual requirements in terms of repeat 

dispensing, he had have been in touch with the CCGs and the AT, because they have concerns 

about promoting this. Mr Pickard had agreed that they will not follow up where pharmacies 

are not promoting repeat dispensing, because they are already moving towards EPS and one 

of the items within their EPS plan is that the practice will move to repeat dispensing once they 

reach a certain level of scripts.  Mr Dean asked Mr Prokopa to highlight this in the Newsletter 

because contractors may therefore wish to target promotion of repeat dispensing to 

appropriate patients receiving prescriptions electronically for the time being. Mr Eason 

reported that repeat dispensing was not working very well. Their local surgery had switched 

over to repeat dispensing, but had to ask them to revert back to their paper base system. He 

explained that GPs can amend the script and patients can change the nomination half way 

through. Mr Dean agreed that it doesn’t work very well, as too many variables can change. Mr 

Prokopa to highlight in the Newsletter and remind contractors of local plans.  

315-5 Finance 
Mrs Lumby reported that the service payments had been issued for quarter 3. Mr Prokopa 

noted that Minor Ailments is now on PharmOutcomes and Contractors can enter claims back 

to January and he confirmed that payment would be issued quarterly.  Mrs Lumby mentioned 

that she had received quite a few claims so far for January and queried whether the situation 

could arise where they were also entered on to PharmOutcomes. Dr Hall explained that she 

had asked that if Contractors have already partly completed the paper claim form for January 

and February 2015 then they may submit a combination of paper claim for these months and 

an electronic claim form March or simply transfer all of their information from 1st January 

onto PharmOutcomes. Dr Hall also pointed out that any outstanding claims for 2014-15 

recorded on a paper claim form, should be submitted as soon as possible, as 2014- 15 claims 

will be only processed up until 31st March 2015 after that they will be deemed to be out of 

time. From 1st March all consultations must be recorded on the system either during the 

consultation or as soon as possible afterwards. Dr Hall also highlighted the new self-

accreditation process for Minor Ailments, which uses the declaration of competency 

guidelines. Mr Eason reported that he found it a little fiddly to enter his details for the 

Declaration of Competence.  Dr Hall explained that if you have done all your training through 

CPPE it pre populates the fields, but if not you have to enter all the training information. Will 

be more interactive, but at the moment you will need to download the DoC from the CPPE 

website. Dr Hall to include some guidance in the Newsletter and on the website.  She 

explained that the declaration of competency guidelines is only two signatures away from 

national acceptance by everybody, so we are looking at having a national declaration of 

competency, which will be accepted by all commissioners. She felt that the next stage would 

be that contractors will be required to pass the CPPE consultation skills training. Health 

Education England has identified this area of skills development as a priority for the pharmacy 

profession and has developed a set of practice standards for consultation skills that outline 

the knowledge, skills and behaviours expected of all pharmacy professionals in a patient-

facing role. Mr Prokopa to remind contractors that all Minor Ailment claims are to be entered 

on PharmOutcomes from 1st March 2015. Dr Hall confirmed that they will be looking at 

increasing the fee for provision in the summer.  

315-6 Meetings Reports 
APG Meeting - Mr Ward enquired about Inhalers for schools as Paul Fieldhouse had 

mentioned that some community pharmacies still seem to be unaware of schools purchasing 

inhalers. Mr Prokopa confirmed that this has been on the website and in the Newsletter but 

will remind community pharmacies in the newsletter about the recent change to legislation 
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allowing head teachers to order Salbutamol Inhalers for emergency use in schools as there are 

still a number of pharmacies who are not aware of this, and are wrongly referring queries to 

GP practices. Mr Dean questioned the comment regarding if a child uses an inhaler from the 

school emergency kit, it then has to be disposed of, because if they allowed the patient to 

keep the inhaler that would be supply and the regulations allow administration not supply. As 

he was sure that in the original legislation they could give it away. Mr Ward highlighted that it 

would be illegal for Pharmacy to supply if they were to make a profit. Mr Prokopa explained 

that the guidance states that schools can buy inhalers and spacers from a pharmaceutical 

supplier in small quantities provided it is done on an occasional basis and is not for profit. But 

if you were to promote your business to schools to supply inhalers, then this would be classed 

as wholesale dealing and you would need a MHRA wholesale dealers licence.  

Meeting with one Recovery - Ms Evers enquired about the storage devices for Methadone and 

enquired as to what Mr Prokopa sees as the involvement from community pharmacies? Mr 

Prokopa explained that one of the issues raised at the CD local intelligent network meeting 

was the situation where a patient has been prescribed palliative care drugs where there are 

visitors to the house who are known abusers and that it was about protecting the palliative 

care medicines from misappropriation. He explained that previously they were promoting 

lockable child resistance methadone boxes, but in these circumstances they are unsuitable as 

they only have child safety switches and that the new storage devices are actually lockable 

boxes. 

315-7 Commissioner Reports 
NHS England Area Team; CCGs; Public Health  
Mr Prokopa reported that Mr Sugden was unable to attend the meeting, but had provided an 

update report. The NHS Health Checks tender –they are currently producing a report on 

procurement options to be ready by mid-April. Since the last LPC meeting Mr Sugden has been 

speaking to potential provider bodies and has invited the LPC to attend a meeting in April to 

discuss LPC and pharmacy involvement. Planning a provider event in May. Members agreed 

that the LPC is not in a position to bid for the tender, but can offer to partner any potential 

provider that tenders for the service.  

Mr Prokopa reported that he had received apologies from Paul Fieldhouse from SSOTP as he is 

unable to attend the meeting today, but he had forwarded a request from the school nurses 

responsible for services in special schools, in relation to labelling. Mr Prokopa explained that 

they are reporting some issues with medication dispensed for pupils who need to take their 

medicine, or have it administered, during school hours.  This particularly related to the 

labelling of medication, and included the absence of expiry dates on liquid medicines not in 

original pack, where there are 2 bottles (one at home and one at school). Labelling of items 

such as inhalers, creams or eye-drops, where the outer box or carton may have the labelled 

attached, but this often gets discarded. Mr Prokopa enquired about Boots SOP labelling 

requirements and instructions in particular for eye drops and inhalers. He explained that some 

pharmacies will label MDI canisters or inhaler devices, however many other pharmacies will 

not break tamper-evident seals on these packs. Members agreed extremely difficult to label 

eye drops and inhaler labels can soon become illegible. One large chain uses cellophane "flag" 

label carriers, these are not easy to obtain for independents and are expensive. Mr Dean felt 

that we need to be extremely careful that we don’t agree to do something that is 

professionally inappropriate but on the other hand we shouldn’t be seen to be obstructive of 

a genuine problem such as the issue of the 2 bottles, which we can easily do something about. 

Mr Ward suggested that we send a standard letter back that says that contractors will be 

more than happy to help with any specific requests you put to them. Mr Prokopa to highlight 

in the Newsletter. 

Mr Prokopa reported that no update had been received from AT and MM Team. Following on 
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from Claire Dearden’s discussion at the last meeting regarding their waste campaign, it 

appears that SE&S CCG will be doing a waste campaign and he will be meeting with Nicola 

Chapman to discuss. 

Mr Eason reported that a gentleman had ordered his repeat prescriptions via their online 

systems and requested 28 days for all items. When the prescription came through from the 

surgery it had one item at 56 days. Mr Eason checked with the patient and he only wanted 28 

days so issued 28 days, endorsed the script and passed a message back to the surgery. The 

surgery now will not issue a new script as they have already issued at 56 day script, therefore 

he has requested the prescription back. Mr Prokopa to check on requirements for Community 

Pharmacists to check whether all items are required under EPS repeat dispensing. 

 

Strategy Agenda 

315-8 Quality and Performance 
a) Dispensing error consultation 

Mr Prokopa reported that the dispensing error consultation is now live and open for 

comments. He explained that the proposed changes will redress ‘imbalances’ between 

legislation and regulation and this is something we will be recommending contractors to visit 

and comment on. 

b) Prescribing & Dispensing of Pregabalin – update 

Mr Prokopa enquired if everyone had seen a copy of the guidance issued last week. Mr Dean 

read a letter he had received regarding a branded generic product called Rewisca. Which 

stated that they are pleased to announce this drug is available for the treatment of partial 

seizure and contains the same active ingredients as Lyrica. At the request of Pfizer they would 

like to remind contractors that the use of Pregabalin for treatment of pain is patent 

protected. Due to the patent situation, Rewisca can only be supplied when the prescription 

has been specifically written for Rewisca and the company require a redacted copy of the 

prescription for Rewisca before Rewisca can be supplied. Mr Prokopa explained that there are 

resources on the PSNC website to support writing to the GP surgery to remind practices they 

should be prescribing by brand name.  Mr Prokopa to highlight in the LPC Newsletter. 

c) Prescription charge status checking 

Mr Prokopa reported that it is important that Contractors check patient’s exemption status 

especially on EPS. That unless patients are exempt by age and the date of birth on the 

prescription is computer generated, the patient is required to complete the exemption 

declaration and pharmacies are required to check for proof of a patient’s exemption status 

when dispensing. Noted quite a few reports now of patients being fined.  Mr Prokopa to 

highlight in the Newsletter. 

d) National Audit Delay 

Mr Prokopa reported that NHS England has still not published the paperwork for the national 

clinical audit on the emergency supply of medicines. The first audit period was due to begin 

on Monday morning but the delay in the publication of the paperwork now makes this 

impossible. PSNC has advised the NHS that the audit due to begin on 9th March cannot go 

ahead. At the moment we have no further information as to when the audit will go ahead. 

e) Special Container Tool 

Mr Prokopa reported that there is now a PSNC special container database which holds 

information about all the products that have special container status or a sub-pack as a 

special container as recognised by the Pricing Authority. This has recently been updated and 

you can search for specific products using the dictionary of medicines and devices 

315-9 Commissioning and Services 
a) Flu service update 

Mr Prokopa informed members that we are now up to 1992 vaccination given to date and  

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/403387/consultation_doc.pdf
http://psnc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Pregabalin-Guidance-NHS-England-2.pdf
http://psnc.org.uk/our-news/is-your-pharmacy-team-checking-prescription-exemption-status/
http://psnc.org.uk/our-news/national-clinical-audit-important-update/
http://psnc.org.uk/dispensing-supply/dispensing-a-prescription/special-containers/special-container-database/
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reported that we had received the Shropshire and Staffordshire Pharmacy Flu Service 

evaluation report. Members felt that this was a good response for the first year. Mr Dean 

expressed concerns that there could be a feeling that .01% of the total, was not worth 

bothering about.  Dr Hall reported that it had been very positive at the debrief meeting and 

even a small percentage get us nearer to the target. People who had been negative at the 

previous meeting were very positive about the outcomes to date. The report had also 

highlighted that the concerns by GPs and the LMCs around risk of surplus vaccine stock in the 

GP Practices, did not happen or was very minimal.   Mr Ward was impressed by the number of 

Saturday vaccinations and also the number of first time vaccinations. The overall flu uptake 

for the under 65 has decreased by 1.3% compared to last year, however still higher than the 

national average of 50.1%. There was an increase in eligible cohort and also increased 

vaccination numbers as 5673 additional vaccinations were administered than last year. Mr 

Dean enquired what will happen next year and whether we could have a national service 

commissioned. Dr Hall reported that the letter for NHS England comes out mid-March so we 

have a meeting planned for April. Mr Prokopa reported that he had received an email from 

Rebecca Woods requesting feedback on the evaluation report and what the LPC wanted to 

say about the outcomes. Decided a joint response was appropriate as neither North Staffs nor 

Shropshire LPC meet before the feedback is required next Tuesday, therefore we will take the 

feedback from this meeting today. Mr Prokopa reported that one contractor has asked 

whether there is any refund for unused stock as they had used 59 of the original 100 order. 

He noted that the response from Ken Deacon was that as long as all options had been 

exhausted, then the unused stock should be refunded. Mr Dean enquired about training face 

to face requirement of every 3 years as this could be costly to contractors. Dr Hall confirmed 

that this is standard and Mr Prokopa noted that Contractors will need to do the training again 

next year if they delivered less than 50 vaccinations. Dr Hall reported that at the debrief 

meeting they had discussed the anecdotal information about pressure on Pharmacies not to 

deliver the flu vaccination service, but no evidence has been presented to the AT to support 

this. Mr Dean felt that if there was more cooperation between GP surgeries and Pharmacy we 

could see a large increase in flu vaccination uptake. Dr Hall reported that at the meeting they 

had also discussed the need to promote the flu service even more because of the negative 

press regarding the effectiveness of the flu vaccination. Mr Prokopa noted members 

comments so far regarding minimal surplus stock left, late date being decided by AT after 

LMC pressure and anecdotal pressure by GPs for pharmacies not to provide the flu service 

and asked that  if members had any other feedback, to email him by this Friday. 

b) CPPE Update.  

Dr Hall reported that the Palliative care training is taking place at Keele Hall on 14th May, 

Lichfield on 4th June and Telford on 9th June and also the suggested Safeguarding Workshop 

will be taking place at Keele Hall on 28th September and Lichfield on 30th September. Mr 

Prokopa confirmed with Dr Hall that Safeguarding training needs to be updated every 3 years 

c) Stafford alcohol service 

Mr Prokopa visited 10 pharmacies last week to try and reinvigorate the service getting those 

accredited active and those that aren’t engaged. Mr Bullock enquired why there was a lack of 

activity. Dr Hall reported that in some cases there appears to be a fundamental lack of 

understanding of using the scratch cards and they are only using the scratch cards with MURs 

rather than a blanket approach. Dr Hall noted that she will be attending a council meeting on 

the 17th March to present a service update. Mr Ward advised that pharmacies should take the 

approach that where a patient is signing the back of a prescription then they should also ask 

them to complete a scratch card. 

d) Common Ailments Service update 

Mr Prokopa reported that we will be extending the service for a further three months. This 
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will allow us to review what’s happened to date and hone the service in order to ensure the 

service is commissioned further. Mr Ward suggested the idea of a scheme by GP referral to 

save GP appointments. Mr Prokopa noted that in Birmingham and the Black Country when 

they launched the scheme on the back of the Walsall scheme, patients had to have a passport 

issued by the Practice.  Members agreed the service need to be promoted and the need to 

speak to the GP practices to explain the service, so that they can confidently refer patients to 

the scheme. Mr Prokopa reported that contractors should be receiving letter from the AT 

confirming that the service will be extended by 3 months. Mr Prokopa to highlight in the 

Newsletter and copy of the letter to go on the LPC website. 

315-10 Regulation 
a) Browning Street Pharmacy relocation to Stafford Health & Wellbeing Centre, Whitgreave 

Court, Stafford 

Mr Prokopa reported that he had received notification from the AT that Browning Street 

Pharmacy has relocated to the new premises at Stafford Health & Wellbeing Centre. 

b) Direction of Prescriptions 

Mr Prokopa reported that this is a PSNC briefing, which gives all the information about 

dealing with inappropriate direction of prescriptions  

c) Promotion of Pharmacy premises 

PSNC briefing which deals with promotion of Pharmacy premises and gives guidance as to 

what patients or pharmacies should do. Details what should happen and how you should 

proceed. The report recommends that where a patient has inadvertently registered with 

another pharmacy, contractors can offer to assist them in undoing this, the nomination for 

EPS can be reset on the patient’s request and contractors can assist with a letter to the 

pharmacy to ask to be removed from any reminders etc. Where you think a pharmacy’s 

promotional materials are inappropriate, they can - raise this with the pharmacy, raise this 

with NHS England for example if the NHS branding rules are contravened and raise this with 

the General Pharmaceutical Council if they believe the promotional materials breach the 

GPhC standards. Mr Ward suggested that PSNC should provide a template letter for these 

situations. Mr Prokopa to investigate and report back 

315-11 Information 
a) RSPH Reducing Premature Mortality: the role of community pharmacies 

Mr Prokopa noted that we will be reporting back to the H&WBB 

b) Community Pharmacy Manifesto 

Mr Prokopa reported that the Community Pharmacy Manifesto ask politicians to sign up to 

five key pledges for the future of community pharmacy and it lists a series of actions to make 

that future a reality. The manifesto covers topics such as using Pharmacy to relieve the 

pressure on GPs and improve PH; getting pharmacies access to patient records; and ensuring 

the local commissioners are maximising their use of pharmacies. That Community pharmacy 

should be at the heart of these changes. Existing initiatives prove Pharmacies can share the 

burden that common ailments such as coughs and colds, long-term conditions and public 

health challenges including smoking, alcohol and obesity place on primary care and that we 

now need change to enable community pharmacy to expand its role in improving patient 

experience and outcomes as part of a more sustainable health service. Mr Prokopa reported 

that with the election up and coming, we will be approaching out local MPs to promote 

Community Pharmacy and take the actions listed in the manifesto 

c) PSNC Briefing on Tuberculosis 

Mr Prokopa reported that the PSNC briefing provides background information on tuberculosis 

(TB) and highlights the TB public health problem in the UK. The Briefing summarises the PHE 

and NHS England ‘Public Collaborative Tuberculosis Strategy for England 2015 to 2020’ and 

highlights elements of the document that are of most relevance to community pharmacy. In 

http://psnc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/PSNC-Briefing-008.15-Direction-of-Prescriptions.pdf
http://psnc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/PSNC-Briefing-009.15-Promotion-of-pharmacy-premises.pdf
http://www.rsph.org.uk/filemanager/root/site_assets/our_work/position_statements/rsph_pharmacy_position_23.02.2015_47774.pdf
http://pharmacymanifesto.com/
http://psnc.org.uk/services-commissioning/psnc-briefings-services-and-commissioning/psnc-briefing-01115-tuberculosis-march-2015-3/
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addition, the Briefing provides details on two different TB services that are currently being 

commissioned across two LPC areas and details of useful resources for Pharmacies to provide 

to patients. 

 

 

 Next Meeting 
Wednesday 8th April 2015 at 1.30pm for 1.45pm prompt start in the Meeting Room of 

Burntwood Library, Sankeys Corner, Bridge Cross Rd, Burntwood WS7 2BX 

 
LPC Meeting – Wednesday 11th March 2015             Agenda items in BOLD 
Appendix 1 - Communications Report 
 
4.1 NHSE AT Communications 
Received 
a) 16/02/2015 – Helen Whitehouse – Application in respect of distance selling premises from MSJ 
Healthcare at Unit 1, Kartar Farm, New Road, Swindon, South Staffordshire, DY3 4PP 
b) 17/02/2015 – Helen Whitehouse – Browning Street Pharmacy relocation to Stafford Health & Wellbeing 
Centre, Whitgreave Court, Stafford 
Sent 
 
4.2 PSNC Communications 
Received 
a) 11/02/2015 – PSNC Pharmacy Alert: New contractual requirement to commence from March 
b) 12/02/2015 – PSNC Price Concessions February 2015 
c) 12/02/2015 – PSNC Pharmacy Alert: Are you ready for the national audit? 
d) 16/02/2015 – PSNC News: Drug Driving support materials; Contractual reminders; Pharmacy Manifesto 
engaging MPs; Health & Care Review 
e) 16/02/2015 - PSNC The Community Pharmacy Manifesto 
f) 17/02/2015 - PSNC NCSO/Price concessions February 2015 
g) 17/02/2015 – PSNC LPC News: Summary on local pharmacy services; Employment law and personnel 
management training; Patient Safety Awards; LPOSS update 
h) 23/02/2015 – PSNC News: Prescription exemption checking; Essential small pharmacy support; 
dispensing error consultation; Flu vaccine effectiveness report 
i) 27/02/2015 – PSNC NCSO/price concessions February 2015 (further update) 
j) 06/03/2015 - PSNC News: National clinical audit update - important update; Special container tool; 
Pregabalin guidance; Public happy with pharmacy health checks 
k) 06/03/2015 – PSNC LPC News Alert: National clinical audit - important update 
l) 09/03/2015 – PSNC Pharmacy Alert: Important IG Update on business continuity 
m) 09/03/2015 – PSNC LPC News Alert: Important IG Update on business continuity 
 
4.3 Other Communications 
Received 
a) 27/2/2015 – FHSAA – APPEAL SHA/17920 - Instinct Pharma Ltd - Application for inclusion in the 
pharmaceutical list offering to meet an identified future need at Aston Bank, Doxey, Stafford, ST16 1HH 
b) 6/3/2015 – Mike Phelan (former SSLPC Member & Secretary) - email re Shout Out about Bladder 
Cancer 
 
Appendix 2 – Meeting Reports 
Chief Operations Officer: 
a) 18/02/2015 - ADS Medisafe Meeting  
 

315-12 Any Other Business (Open) 
Members had no other business on the open agenda  
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Service Development Officer: 
a) 13/02/2015 - LPN Board Meeting 

b) 20/02/2015 - APG Meeting 

c) 24/02/2015 - Mental Health LPN Meeting 

d) 26/02/2015 - Seasonal Flu Debrief 

e) 27/02/2015 - TEVA Meeting 

 


